


BIOGRAFY

PiERLUIGI FUCCI was born in Campobasso, a small city of Molise, Italy, but
now travels the world: London, Paris, New York, San Francisco, Moscow,
Shanghai, Beijing, Singapore, New Delhi, Jakarta, Bali, Istanbul, enhancing his
own artistic and cultural experience.

In 1980 after studying classics and a university career in fine arts he reaches a
decision concerning his life and work, focusing on the world of fashion, at the
Academy of Costume and Fashion in Rome.

1984 he works together with some of the most significant and important names
in design that created historic labels such as: Cavalli, Krizia, Ferragamo, Ferrè,
and Cardin and subsequently becomes an important consultant for Pollini, Fusco,
Rena Lange, Joop and La Perla.

Since 2000 after much practical experience, and close contact with firms and
industrial names of considerable importance, the initial artistic course is taken
with ALV, BORBONESE Group, Kiton Group, Baldinini, Zanellato, Lanificio Olivo
Yarns, and Cruciani.

In 2006 he was invited as guest of honour to display in Rome, alongside the new
designers proposed by Alta Roma Alta Fashion.
As a consequence he is also included in the official Milan fashion Calendar.
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SKILLS

INDEFATIGABLE worker, profound researcher, an expert in the subject 
matter with its endless technological and creative possibilities, he is 
appreciated for his solid, hard working and down to earth character. 
He is respected moreover for his mental agility, his fantasy and that 
touch of visionary audacity that should never be lacking in any creative 
person deserving respect.

RESEARCH into yarns and fabrics, into the possibilities of turning 
material into affirmations of contemporary fashion; this has earned him 
the right to be called a “stylist in matter”.
Indeed it is the material in his metamorphoses that constitutes a 
fundamental element of his work. Everyone of his collections is a new 
milestone along the evolving path of a unique model of reference.
His deep passion for ART and particularly for the contemporary sort 
brings about meaningfull but equally original fusions of elements 
between his own vision of fashion and the work of famous 
protagonists in the international scene. In this connection, 
his homage to the  informal art of Burri and to the material art 
of Jagoda Buic is unforgettable.
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COLLABORATION

PIERRE CARDIN, prêt-à-porter woman collection
ROBERTO CAVALLI, woman collection luxury leather and denim
KRIZIA, woman collection print’s design leather
GIANFRANCO FERRE, prèt-à-porter woman and man collection
SAILOR’S, yachting woman and man collection
LANVIN, woman collection knitwear
VITTORIO FORTI, woman collection leather and accessories
ARMANI, knitwear man collection
POLLINI, woman collection luxury shoes
FALBER FUSCO, woman collection
RENA LANGE RED, woman collection
VERRI, artistic direction man collection VERRI SPORT and BIGLI DUE (japanese licenses)
LA PERLA Group, woman collection new project prèt-à-porter
JOOP Group, woman collection, prèt-à-porter (catwalk in New York)
LANIFICIO DELL’OLIVO, technical and creative advisor
SACMA, artistic direction man collection BILANCIONI
ZANELLATO, advisor man and woman collection accessories
ALV, the Alviero Martini’s new project, artistic direction woman collection
BORBONESE Group, advisor woman collection for ALESSANDRO DELL’ACQUA
BALDININI, artistic direction woman collection in SABATINI Group
ZARA - INDITEX Group, supervisor man and woman collection knitwear
CASTORI - VIMPRESA Group, artistic direction shoes collection
KITON Group, advisor knitwear collection for SVEVO
NEXI.co - FASHION COMPANY, artistic direction pret-à-porter woman collection in Shenzhen 
PINKO - UNIQUENESS, artistic direction for woman project prèt-à-porter
VALLATI, designer knitwer man
CRUCIANI, Creative Director men and woman knitweare and Pret a Porter
MALLONI, Creative Director men and woman REBECCHI Pret a Porter
BRUNO MANETTI CASHMERE, Stile Director woman knitweare collection
SETTEFILI CASHMERE, Stile Consultant man knitweare collection
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INTERIOR PROJECT

LUXURY SHOPPING MALL, based in Chengdu (CHINA): artistic director, conceptual design 
and scouting brand
SALONE DEL MOBILE BRERA DESIGN DISTRICT, Creative Director Smart Design Hotel

EXPOSITION

BOND IN, luxury knitwear thermo welding show at PITTI FILATI Florence
MAGLIFICO, knitwear show at PALAZZO MORANDI Milan
MAGLIFICO, knitwear show at PREMIER VISION Paris
MAGLIFICO, knitwear show at ALTA ROMAALTA MODA Rome



Contacts:
20129 Milan Italy - Via B. Eustachi 7
PH +39 3356162637
pierluigi@pierluigifucci.it
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